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P28.3 – Industry perspective on use and future development
Antje Hottgenroth Eli Lilly | 31st October 2018
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Industry perspective about RWE in AD
Understanding the challenges and opportunities around
treatment access
• Epidemiology of the condition
• Etiology of the condition – disease trajectories
• Burden of the condition
•
•
•

•
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•

Burden to effected people
Burden to the community/Health Care System
Burden to relatives

Effect of interventions (treatments) on the disease
trajectories
Effect of interventions on the clinical and economic
burden
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Real World Data
Opportunities
•
Access to large data sets gives a more comprehensive picture of
patients as well as the opportunity to explore sub-populations and subgroups
•
Understanding of the behavior of treatments and outcomes in routine
clinical practice
•
Understanding the impact of treatments on the Health Care System:
Health Care Resource Use and Costs
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Challenges
•
Understanding the Real World Data Landscape (existence, availability
and suitability of data) for AD research
•
Access to Real World Data depends on level of consent for usage and
the ownership of the data and has to follow data privacy rules and
regulations (e.g. EHR’s often lacks consent for re-use)
•
Every source of data provides a specific view on the condition and
people with the condition – there is no primary source of evidence
•
Physical/structural segmentation of data sources and data types makes
it difficult to investigate the condition or the patients journey holistically
•
Level of acceptance of Real World Data varies between stakeholders
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The Data Cube Solution
AD-Stages vs.
AD-Outcomes

AD-Stages vs.
Data Sources

Data Sources vs.
AD-Outcomes
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Challenges addressed
• Understanding the Real World Data Landscape (existence,
availability and suitability of data) for AD research
• Access to Real World Data depends on level of consent for usage
and the ownership of the data and has to follow data privacy rules
and regulations (e.g. EHR’s often lacks consent for re-use)
• Every source of data provides a specific view on the condition and
people with the condition – there is no primary source of
evidence
• Physical/structural segmentation of data sources and data types
makes it difficult to investigate the condition or the patients
journey holistically
• Level of acceptance of Real World Data varies between
stakeholders
Data Cube Use Cases
• Selection of most appropriate data sources for research
• Negotiations with stakeholders on research feasibility
• Education (AD community, employees)
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QUESTIONS?
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